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INSTRUCTION - MANUAL

Package Contents: Intructions:
1. Setup mounting base :

2. Clamp Mounting Option :

3. Grommet Mounting Option :

4. Connecting VESA to Keyboard Tray to Monitor:

5. Connecting VESA to VESA Arm:

Monitor Arm Clamp Mount with
USB Hub and Keyboard Tray 

1A.Take L shape piece (C) and turn it in screws (P) using provided tool (L) until 
securely tightened. Stick foam pads (K) in the bottom of base a shown above.
**Be sure to have all the wires pulled out before screwing on the mounting base.

2A.Take Clamp piece (D) and rotate in screws (O) from behind using provided tool 
(L) until securely tightened. Shown above.
**Select the holes that best fit your needs. Offer two ranges of thickness for 
different scenarios. 

4A. Align VESA plate (B) with keyboard tray (Q) to threaded VESA holes of monitor. Then place washers (M-C) and turn in screws (M-A or M-B) until securely 
tightened. As shown above. Screws used depend on the monitor hole size so test out accordingly to see which match the hole diamter more adequately. 

5A. Now combine the assembled parts with the rest of clamp by sliding in at the grooves at the joint as shown.

2B. Attach component  (E) and clamp down on table as illustrated. 
Component E is to store the provided tools as well to help with 
cable routing. 

Attach grommet component as illustrated. Make sure to route the 
wires onto the exterior hook feature to neatly route the wires.

3A.Take metal piece (G) and insert long screw (F) as illustrated. Rotate in 
screws (P) using provided tool (L) until securely tightened. Stick foam pads 
(K) on the bottom of base as shown above.

Attach grommet mounting to table/surface as illustrated.

3B. Insert the screw with the pre-assembled holder base through the hole of 
chosen surface. Place the plate (H), washer (I) and nut (J), then rotate nut 
clock-wise using provided tool (N) until securely tightened. .

**Monitor is for illustration and 
NOT included
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7. Arm Adjustments :

8. Cable Routing 

7A. When making swivel adjustments to the arm, use provided tool (L, M) at the joints as shown. Loosen to allow for swivel/tilt rotation. Then rotate clockwise to 
tighten again once desired rotation/angle has been set for preferred setup.

8A. Identify the (3) components needed for cable routing. Remove attached tray pieces at the top arm by pulling it initially. Fish the cord under the first arm, then clip 
back on top arm. Fish the wire under the lower half and then slide back the clip on lower arm . Lastly hook the wire onto the tool cradle (E) and then continue fishing 
the cord towards the outlet or power source.

Surface with Existing Through-Hole


